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CUSTOM WORDING, SIZES, COLORS, AND SHAPES ON ANY PRODUCT!
Century Graphics & Sign manufactures a full range of signage and apparel. We offer standard materials and sizes, as well 

as semi and fully custom options on all products. For more information and a quote, call us today!

FAST SHIPPING, QUALITY PRODUCTS, LOWER PRICES

EASY ORDERING

In a hurry? We can rush any order without sacrificing the quality of our products. We pride ourselves on 
providing the best signage, safety, identification products and apparel in the industry, while staying 

at a lower price than our competitors.

501 W. Industrial Ave.
Midland, Texas 79701

432.686.8244
1.800.228.4467
432.686.9905

Office
Toll Free

Fax

www.centurygs.com

Email sales@centurygs.com

We accept Visa, MasterCard,
American Express and Discover
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LEASE
SIGNS
Our oilfield lease signs are made from aluminum with a baked on enamel 
finish. All lease information is engraved directly into the aluminum, 
providing an extremely durable sign. Free samples are available upon request 
and no set-up fees are charged for producing a company logo.

For more information on our lease signs, visit our website at www.centurygs.com. Here we give you the option to 
customize your signs, as well as order them online. All of our lease signs are shipped with brass grommets and rounded 
corners, or bolted into an angle iron frame. This allows for safe and secure shipping to you and your company.

See our website for state requirements and standard sizes
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ENGRAVED
 ALUMINUM
Our aluminum lease signs are made from aluminum with a baked on 
enamel finish. All lease information is engraved directly into the aluminum, 
providing an extremely durable sign. Logos can be screen printed with a 
thermo setting acrylic and baked in a high temperature conveyorized curing 
unit for maximum outdoor durability.

ENGRAVED
LEASE SIGN

12" x 24"

18" x 24"

ENGRAVED
INK-FILLED

ENGRAVED
LOGO PRINTED

12" x 24" 12" x 24"

18" x 24" 18" x 24"

LET CENTURY CUSTOMIZE A LAYOUT FOR YOUR LEASE SIGNS TODAY!

WHITE GREY BLACK IVORY TAN YELLOW ORANGE RED MAROON BROWN GREEN LT. BLUE ROYAL

ALUMINUM COLOR OPTIONS
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All Sizes are customizable to suit your location needs and available with any combination of safety signs. 

LEASE WITH 
MULTI OPTION
When you need more than one safety notification on your site, why not 
combine them into one easy-to-read, convenient sign? Century can customize 
your sign to display your company name, job site info and any other wording 
or information you may need.

Century's multi safety signs are built for durability and longevity in the 
harshest of outdoor conditions. We allow these signs to include as many 
messages as you need. Provide us with your information and we can 
organize it all into an effective multi safety sign. These signs can be either 
equipped with mounting grommets or inlaid into heavy duty angle iron 
or square tubing frames.

SIGN WITH MULTI SAFETY OPTION

POWDER COATING
Each one of our lease signs is housed securely in a durable angle iron frame. Though these frames are designed for many 
years of use in harsh outdoor conditions, we strengthen them even more with a layer of black powder coating. This coating 
increases the life expectancy and durability of our frames. For more information about powder coating, see page 18 or 
contact a sales representative today.
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LEASE WITH
RIDER OPTION
Used with our lease signs, these messages riders communicate personal 
information you may need to know upon entering location. These signs are 
completely customizable and can include any information in regards to the 
location the sign is paired with.

CUSTOM MESSAGE RIDERS EXPLAINED IN 3 EASY STEPS

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Our expert team screen prints and fits all of our message riders into our frames in house. A few message examples 
include No Smoking, Non Potable Water and H2S May Be Present. For more details, contact a sales representative today!
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ROUTED 
HDPE SIGNS
Our HDPE (High-Density Polyethylene) signs are routed in house. This process 
removes the top layer one pass at a time until the layer of color is revealed. 
We have numerous color combinations available and can cut the sign to any 
dimension you specify. These signs are a great choice for areas with harsher 
weather conditions or high winds.

COLOR COMBINATIONS

R/B/R

Bl/W/Bl

R/W/R

Gr/W/Gr

W/B/W

B/Y/B

Br/Tn/Br

Br/W/Br

B/R/B

W/Bl/W

W/R/W

W/Gr/W

B/W/B

Y/B/Y

Tn/Br/Tn

W/Br/W

Screen printed logos are not available for these signs.
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OPERATOR & 
RRC DECALS
Our operator name decals are printed on outdoor grade, opaque vinyl in 
order to cover old or outdated logos and information on existing lease signs. 
These RRC and operator decals are available in any size.

Your company logo, your size, and your colors.          We can make any product with your information.

CUSTOMIZE IT

OPAQUE DECALS

Original Sign Sign updated with vinyl operator decal



SIGN 
FRAMES

Powder Coated Frames

Wrap-Around Frames

T-Frames

Portable A-Frames

Free Standing Signs
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All of our frames are manufactured in house by our expert welders. This 
allows us to customize every order, no matter the size. These durable 
frames are designed for many years of use in even the harshest of outdoor 
conditions. All of our frames can be modified as well to accommodate more 
than one sign.

CUSTOM 
FRAMES

POWDER COATED FRAMES

Frames come standard with a black powder coated finish, but custom colors are available upon request.

We fabricate our frames from angle iron 
and square tubing to ensure maximum 
outdoor durability. We have a large 
inventory of standard sizes, but if you are 
wanting something else, look no further. 
Our welding and fabrication shop can 
build frames around any set of dimensions 
or specifications you need. Century lease 
sign frames are fabricated with pointed leg 
tips to provide a quick, easy and effortless 
installation wherever you need them.

Standard Sizes include:

14" x 10"  -  14" x 20"  -  24" x 12"  -  24" x 18"  -  24" x 24"  -  24" x 36"  -  24" x 48"
Our frames are manufactured from sturdy and 
durable angle iron & square tubing.
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WRAP AROUND FRAMES PORTABLE A-FRAMESANGLE IRON T-FRAMES
These frames wrap around the sign, 
encasing them in a protective frame. 
This allows the sign to stand up in 
even the harshest conditions, as well as 
the knocks they may take throughout 
their lifespan. This angle iron style 
frame is perfect for situations requiring 
a sign to be welded directly to or 
bolted onto a structure, i.e. a fence, 
gate or post. 

Our angle iron A-frames and portable 
safety signs and frames are great for 
taking from one job site to another 
with ease. Their simple design makes 
them ideal for quick installation, 
but still durable. These signs have a 
strong hinge and chain for long lasting 
durability. When it is time to take it all 
down, they fold flat and come with a 
handle for quick and easy transport.

We offer our angle iron t-frames in 
a variety of lengths. Each Century 
T-frames come with our standard 
black powder coated finish, 
however, custom colors are available 
upon request. All T-frames are 
manufactured with a pointed tip to 
help with installation.

We offer all of our custom frames in any size, shape, or color. Contact any of our sales team members today for more information.

FREE STANDING SIGN FRAMES
Are you wanting a less permanent sign to advertise 
your message? Look no further. Our welders and 
fabricators can manufacture a free standing sign 
frame specifically for you.

These frames can be completely custom to fit any 
set of dimensions or specifics you request. Our solid 
designed bases will keep your signs upright through 
even the strongest of winds.



COMPONENTS 
FOR SAFETY & 
COMPLIANCE

Multiple Safety Signs

Powder Coating & Shipping

Windsocks & Wind Arrows

Lockout Tags

Portable Safety Signs

Large Format & Traffic Signs
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MULTIPLE
SAFETY SIGNS
When you require more than one safety notification on your site, why not 
combine them into one easy to read, convenient sign? Century can customize 
your sign to display your company name, job site information, and any other 
message you need to convey.

Sizes are fully customizable to suit your location and are available with any combination of safety signs.

Our multiple safety signs are the perfect solution for your safety sign needs. We combine all of the safety signs you need for your 
particular location into one easy to read, convenient sign. We can customize your multiple safety sign to display your company 
name and job site info, and any other wording. Frames are available for all of our multiple safety signs.

CUSTOM MULTI SIGNS
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Just follow these easy steps and you will be on your way to having your own multi safety signs. These signs will be unique 
and specific to any and all standards and specifications you require. All sign orders come with either mounting grommets or 

enclosed in a sturdy angle iron or square tubing frame.

We give you the option to have as many or as few messages as you need or want on your signs. Just provide us with your 
information and we can organize it into an effective multi safety sign just for you. For more information about custom 

signs, call 1-800-228-4467 or email sales@centurygs.com

CUSTOMIZING YOUR MULTIPLE SAFETY SIGN

To start, we make these signs specific to your company 

by adding your company logo and emergency contact 

information. This allows for any personnel coming in 

contact with your sign, job site, or building to know 

exactly who to contact.

STEP 1

To finish, add as many OSHA approved safety signs as 

you need. These signs show exactly what hazards you 

wish to alert all personnel to.

STEP 2

Start with your logo and emergency contact information

Finish with your choice of safety signs.

option 2

When working with or around hazardous chemicals, clearly state the chemical being used and the area condition. Century 
offers condition charts that can be added to any sign or frame to further insure that safety is in full force on any jobsite.

CONDITION FLAGS

option 1

V I S I T O R S
PLEASE REPORT TO RIG MANAGER OR 

DRILLING FOREMAN TO REVIEW SPECIFIC 
LOCATION HAZARDS.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED 
ON THIS LOCATION

-HARD HATS                  -EYE PROTECTION

-STEEL TOE BOOTS          -FR COVERALLS
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POWDER 
COATING
Each of our sign frames are manufactured and powder coated at our plant. 
Our powder coating process ensures our customers have a very outdoor 
durable product that will last many years in even the harshest of conditions.

**CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE**
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SHIPPING METHODS

PACKAGING & 
SHIPPING
When it comes to packing and shipping, Century provides you with 
the service you deserve. Whether it's one or ten thousand, our shipping 
department is equipped to handle your order. Every order we ship is 
professionally packaged to make sure your order arrives intact and on time.

Century ships all orders using either regular ground or motor 
freight depending on the size and quantity of your order.
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STANDARD
WINDSOCKS
Our windsocks are made from a heavy weight nylon material and come 
double-stitched and grommeted for strong wind resistance. We fabricate our 
windsocks in house to allow for complete customization. We can print your 
logo on any of our windsock products.

Standard windsock sizes:     24" x 6"     36" x 10"     60" x 18"

24" x 6"

36" x 10"

60" x 18"

We construct and fabricate our windsock frames 
out of durable, powder coated steel in order 
to ensure they stand up to any and all 
weather conditions and climates.

Our windsocks are lightweight, colorfast and an extremely durable 
product for outdoor use.
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CENTURY 
WIND ARROW
Extremely durable and lightweight, these wind direction indicators are highly 
visible and react swiftly to changing wind directions. We manufacture our 
wind arrows from field proven materials used in the oil patch for years. 
Century Wind Arrows can also be customized to include your company's 
logo printed onto the body with a highly durable UV resistant ink.

The Century Wind Arrow is an all-in-one unit with the mounting bracket included

We have made installing these arrows a breeze 
for our customers; all you have to do is screw 
the end of the threaded pivoting rod into a 1/2" 
coupling like shown here.

31.5 in.
8
.5

 in
.

3
.5

 in
.

32.5 in.

Installation

Our solid aluminum mounting straps help prevent 
bracket separation in even the windiest of conditions.

For construction on our mounting brackets we use an aluminum strap, a stainless 
steel rod, and hardware to ensure that your arrow holds up to its maximum potential 
even throughout the harshest of climate conditions or weather.

Aluminum Rivets

Mounting Strap

Arrow Mounting Bracket
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LOCKOUT &
SAFETY TAGS
Our lockout and safety tags are screen printed on durable .010, .040 or .080 
gauge plastic or aluminum. We offer an optional dry erase coating for reuse. 
All holes are reinforced with a brass grommet. Tags are approved for indoor 
& outdoor use and can withstand even the harshest weather conditions.

Our standard tag is 3.75” x 6.5”, but we can make any tag size you need

CUSTOM SIZES AVAILABLE
All Signs Available Bilingual

3” x 6”
LST006 (FRONT)

3.75” x 6.5”
LST007

3.75” x 6.5”
LST009

3.75” x 6.5”
LST009

3.75” x 6.5”
LST010 (FRONT)

3.75” x 6.5”
LST010 (BACK)

3” x 6”
LST006 (BACK)

3.75” x 6.5”
LST008

2” x 4”
LST001 (FRONT)

2” x 4”
LST002 (FRONT)

2” x 4”
LST003 (BACK)

2” x 4”
LST001 (BACK)

2” x 4”
LST002 (BACK)

2” x 4”
LST003 (FRONT)

2” x 4”
LST004

2” x 4”
LST005

sales@centurygs.com

CUSTOMIZE IT
Custom signage is our specialty, we can create 
any product to suit your needs. Find out how!

1.800.228.4467
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PORTABLE 
SAFETY SIGNS
The safety of your employees is your number one concern. We produce all of 
the signs you need to keep your employees and customers safe and informed. 
Each of these signs are lightweight, portable and easy to assemble or take to 
any situation or setting.

Century's sandwich boards are made 
from durable polyethylene that will 
not crack, chip, or fade. The same 
message is printed on both sides of the 
sign unless otherwise requested. All 
floor stands fold flat for storage and 
include a handle for easy transport. 
Our signs come 24" x 36" (44" high 
including legs and handle) and are 
available bilingual. 

Our iron A-frames are great for taking 
from one job site to another with 
ease. Their simple design makes them 
ideal for quick installation, while still 
maintaining their durability out in the 
field. These signs have a strong hinge 
and chain for long lasting durability. 
When it is time to take it all down, 
these signs fold flat and come with a 
handle for quick and easy transport.

These frames house signs that serve 
as a reference point on job-sites when 
there is a situation or accident. The 
signs contained in these frames usually 
let all employees know what to do and 
includes a station or more information 
underneath.

SANDWICH BOARDS PORTABLE A-FRAMES CHAIR FRAMES
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Century can produce all of your large format signage needs. These include 
outdoor signage, large location signs, Gemini signs, etc. Custom frames are 
available for all of the signs we produce.

LARGE
FORMAT SIGNS

With over 25 years of experience with indoor and outdoor signage, our sign 
installation team can install your sign as well.
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PARKING
 AND TRAFFIC
Our traffic signs are available in both non-reflective and reflective aluminum 
for nighttime visibility. All traffic signs are also fully customizable to fit your 
needs; your logo or custom wording can be added to any standard sign at no 
additional cost to you.

Our sign shop can customize and 
create any size traffic or parking sign 
with any color you need.

We can customize any product or sign to suit your needs.



OSHA SAFETY 
SIGNS & DECALS
Danger

Warning

Caution

Notice

Safety First

Lockout Tags
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DO YOU NEED AN OSHA SIGN 
WITH CUSTOM WORDING?

FOLLOW THESE 3 EASY STEPS

1 CHOOSE YOUR SIZE
Standard sizes are as shown, but we can make any size sign or decal you require.

5x3.5 7x5 10x7 14x10 20x14 28x20

2 CHOOSE YOUR OSHA HEADER

Use for:
Any hazardous 
situation with high 
probability of death or 
severe injury

Do not use for:
Property damage unless 
personal injury risk is 
present

Use for:
Any hazardous 
situation which has 
some probability of 
death or injury

Do not use for:
Property damage unless 
personal injury risk is 
present

Use for:
Any hazardous 
situation which may 
result in minor or 
moderate injury

Do not use for:
Situations when there is 
possibility of death or 
injury

Use for:
Indicating a statement of 
company policy as the 
message relates directly 
or indirectly to the safety 
of personnel or protection 
of property

Do not use for:
Hazardous situations 
where death or severe 
injury may occur

Use for:
Indicating general 
instructions relative 
to safe work practices, 
reminders of proper 
safety procedures and 
the location of safety 
equipment

3 CHOOSE YOUR OSHA HEADER MATERIAL

Self-Adhesive Vinyl:

- Flexible 4 mil. peel
  and stick vinyl
- Indoor/outdoor use
- Average outdoor
  durability of 3-5 yrs.
- Endures temps of
  -40˚F to 176˚F
- Strong adhesive
  backing adheres
  quickly and firmly to
  smooth surfaces* 
* not for use on concrete

High Performance Plastic:

- 60 mil. rigid plastic
- Indoor/Outdoor use
- Average outdoor
  durability of 3-5 years
- Endures temperatures of
  -40˚F to 176˚F
- Rounded corners with
  mounting holes

Aluminum:

- 40 mil. aluminum
- Indoor/Outdoor use
- Average outdoor
  durability of 10 years
- Endures temperatures
   of -40˚F to 176˚F
- Won’t fade in sunlight
- Rounded corners and
  mounting holes

Magnetic:

- 30 mil. flexible
  magnetic material
- Indoor/Outdoor use
- Average outdoor
  durability of 3-5 years
- Endures temperatures
  of -40˚F to 176˚F
- Stays put when placed
  on a metal surface, and
  then can be moved
  again as needed

Century Glow Plastic:

- 60 mil. rigid glow in
  the dark plastic
- Indoor/Outdoor use
- Average outdoor
  durability of 3-5 years
- Endures temperatures
  of -40˚F to 176˚F
- Rounded corners with
  mounting holes
- Readable in daylight or
  in total darkness when
  the power fails
- Use with Danger and
  informational headings
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OSHA SAFETY
SIGNS
Century Graphics & Sign manufactures a full range of durable, OSHA headed 
and application-specific safety products with English, Spanish or bilingual 
language options. We offer standard material and sizes, as well as semi and 
custom options on all products.

Standard sizes include:  5” x 3.5”     7” x 5”     10” x 7”     14” x 10”     20” x 14”     28 x 20”

LISTED BY OSHA HEADING
All Signs Available Bilingual

OD001

OD011

OD006

OD016

OD003

OD013

OD008

OD018

OD002

OD012

OD007

OD017

OD004

OD014

OD009

OD019

OD005

OD015

OD010

OD020

sales@centurygs.com

NOT SEEING WHAT YOU NEED?
Custom signage is our specialty, we can create 
any product to suit your needs. Find out how!

1.800.228.4467
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OD021

OD031

OD026

OD036

OD041

OD046

OD051

OD056

OD023

OD033

OD028

OD038

OD043

OD048

OD053

OD058

OD022

OD032

OD027

OD037

OD042

OD047

OD052

OD057

OD024

OD034

OD029

OD039

OD044

OD049

OD054

OD040

OD045

OD050

OD055

OD025

OD035

OD030

COMPLETELY CUSTOMIZABLE
Each one of our signs can be customized to fit 
your specifications and needs. How? Just ask.

sales@centurygs.com1.800.228.4467
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OD059

OD069

OD064

OD074

OD079

OD084

OD089

OD094

OD061

OD071

OD066

OD076

OD081

OD086

OD091

OD096 OD097 OD098

OD060

OD070

OD065

OD075

OD080

OD085

OD090

OD095

OD062

OD072

OD067

OD077

OD082

OD087

OD092

OD078

OD083

OD088

OD093

OD063

OD073

OD068
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OD099

OD104

OD113

OD118

OD123

OD128

OD133

OD101

OD110

OD106

OD115

OD120

OD125

OD130

OD135 OD136 OD137

OD100

OD109

OD105

OD114

OD119

OD124

OD129

OD134

OD102

OD111

OD107

OD116

OD121

OD126

OD131

OD117

OD122

OD127

OD132

OD103

OD112

OD108

MAKE YOUR OWN

YOUR SIGN,
YOUR WORDS.

IT'S THAT SIMPLE.
Call today for more info.
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OD138

OD148

OD143

OD153

OD158

OD163

OD168

OD140

OD150

OD145

OD155

OD160

OD165

OD170

OD139

OD149

OD144

OD154

OD159

OD164

OD169

OD141

OD151

OD146

OD156

OD161

OD166

OD171

OD157

OD162

OD167

OD172

OD142

OD152

OD147

OW001 OW003OW002 OW004 OW005
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OW041 OW043OW042 OW044 OW045

OW026

OW031

OW028

OW033

OW027

OW032

OW029

OW034

OW030

OW035

OW036 OW038OW037 OW039 OW040

OW006 OW008OW007 OW009 OW010

OW011

OW016

OW021

OW013

OW018

OW023

OW012

OW017

OW022

OW014

OW019

OW024

OW015

OW020

OW025
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OC001

OC006

OC003

OC008

OCOO2

OCOO7

OC004

OC008

OC005

OC010

OW046 OW048OW047 OW049 OW050

OW051

OW056

OW061

OW066

OW071

OW053

OW058

OW063

OW068

OW073

OW052

OW057

OW062

OW067

OW072

OW054

OW059

OW064

OW069

OW074

OW055

OW060

OW065

OW070

MAKE YOUR OWN

YOUR SIGN,
YOUR WORDS.

IT'S THAT SIMPLE.
Call today for more info.
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OC036

OC041

OC046

OC038

OC043

OC048

OC037

OC042

OC047

OC039

OC044

OC049

OC040

OC045

OC050

OC031 OC033OC032 OC034 OC035

OC016

OC021

OC026

OC018

OC023

OC028

OC017

OC022

OC027

OC019

OC024

OC029

OC020

OC025

OC030

OC011 OC013OCO12 OC014 OC015
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OC051

OC056

OC061

OC066

OC071

OC053

OC058

OC063

OC068

OC073

OC052

OC057

OC062

OC067

OC072

OC054

OC059

OC064

OC069

OC074

OC055

OC060

OC065

OC070

OC075

OC076

OC081

OC086

OC078

OC083

OC088

OC077

OC082

OC087

OC079

OC084

OC089

OC080

OC085

OC090
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ON016

ON026

ON021

ON018

ON028

ON023

ON017

ON027

ON022

ON019

ON029

ON024

ON020

ON030

ON025

ON001 ON003ON002 ON004 ON005

ON011 ON013ON012 ON014 ON015

ON006 ON008ON007 ON009 ON010

OC091

OC096

OC093

OC098

OC092

OC097

OC094 OC095

AVAILABLE IN ESPAÑOL
All of our signs are also available bilingual. To 
find out more, please contact our sales team.

sales@centurygs.com1.800.228.4467
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ON031 ON033ON032 ON034 ON035

ON041 ON042ON042 ON044 ON045

ON051

ON056

ON061

ON066

ON053

ON058

ON063

ON068

ON052

ON057

ON062

ON067

ON054

ON059

ON064

ON069

ON055

ON060

ON065

ON070

ON036 ON038ON037 ON039 ON040

ON046 ON048ON047 ON049 ON050
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ON096

ON106

ON101

ON098

ON108

ON103

ON097

ON107

ON102

ON099

ON109

ON104

ON100

ON110

ON105

ON071

ON081

ON091

ON076

ON086

ON073

ON082

ON093

ON078

ON088

ON072

ON082

ON092

ON077

ON087

ON074

ON084

ON094

ON079

ON089

ON075

ON085

ON095

ON080

ON090
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ON111 ON113ON112 ON114

OS001

OS006

OS011

OS003

OS008

OS013

OS002

OS007

OS012

OS004

OS009

OS014

OS005

OS010

OT001

OT006

OT003OT002

OT007

OT004 OT005

CUSTOMIZE IT
Don’t see the exact wording or sign you need? See page 27 for customizing OSHA signs.
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FLEXIBLE  
MARKERS
Our pipeline markers are designed for outdoor durability in harsh conditions, 
and sharply printed with permanent UV resistant inks in bright AWPA 
colors. Fully custom colors and sizes are available, along with the addition of 
your company logo or pictograms.

Pipeline Marker Decals are 3” wide and up to 20” long and fully customizable

Made with impact resistant UV 
protected fiberglass, these highly 
visible and easy to install stakes 
help to identify important areas 
more easily. Our stakes are flexible 
and bend when hit in order to 
protect vehicles and equipment.

STAKE DRIVERS
These drivers allow for a quick and easy install when 
dealing with our fiberglass markers. The open end of this 
tool is designed so the posts slide in and hold securely, 
allowing for a much smoother drive into the ground.
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3 ⅜”

Available in three sizes:
6, 7, or 8 feet tall

Ink print, custom colored 
decal, or direct print

Our round pipe markers come standard with white bases, while 
the tops are offered in four different colors; orange, blue, yellow 
or red. With these combinations, we offer matching colored 
labels. However, custom label color schemes are also available 
upon request.

ROUND PIPE MARKERS

ROUND PIPE 
MARKERS
Our dome markers are constructed of a durable, UV resistant thermoplastic 
polymer material which allows them to stand up against impact, ozone, and 
hydrocarbons without damage.

Our fast and easy-to-apply decals make replacing old information 
so much easier and cost effective.

These decals are made from a durable, long lasting vinyl and are 
printed with UV stabilized ink to prevent them from fading over 
time in direct light.

COVER UP DECALS

These pipeline wraps deliver long life performance, especially 
in plants with minimal heat or chemical exposure. Wrap around 
labels are ideal for use on dirty, oily, or rough surfaces. They can 
be used both indoors and outdoors and provide a full 360 view 
of the information. These wraps are easy to install and perfect 
when a quick label is needed.

WRAP AROUND PIPELINE LABELS

8”

2”
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ROUND 
PIPELINE SIGNS
Our pipeline marker signs are fully customizable with your company name 
& contact info. With these markers, we also offer sturdy green or galvanized 
steel u-channel mounting posts to mount your utility signs on.

Custom sizes are available upon request.

Our standard sign sizes include a rectangular 12” x 9” or a round 11 3/4” sign on .050” aluminum.

11 in.

.25 in.

11.75 in.

Signs can also be printed on High Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
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U-CHANNEL 
POSTS
Along with our aluminum utility signs, we offer sturdy steel u-channel posts. 
These mounts generally come in the standard galvanized steel or green 
colors, but also we offer a wide variety of powder-coated color options if you 
want to step outside of the box. Just choose your post size and color.

Standard pole sizes include heights of 6' and 8'

All of our posts are tapered on one end to make for easy installation, as well as 
punched the full length of the post in order to utilize it's entire length.

Post Size Weigh per Foot Color Options

6' 1.12 lb Green / Galvanized / Powder Coated

8' 2 lb Green / Galvanized / Powder Coated

**Other sizes available upon request**
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LANDSCAPE 
MARKERS
The Century landscape markers were designed specifically for areas where 
traditional line markers would be unsuitable. Your message is screen printed 
onto one of our round aluminum markers and then mounted to one of our 
manufactured aluminum frames.

7.25 in 7.25 in

8 in

These round pipeline markers 
are fully customizable with your 
company name & contact info. For 
more information, see page 44.

Century designs, cuts and 
manufactures every landscape 
marker in house and on site. 0.050" 
aluminum is water cut to form each 
of our stands and round signs.

Manufactured with pointed ends, 
these markers are easy to install 
and durable enough to withstand 
harsh conditions and high traffic.

Aluminum Utility Sign

Landscape Marker Frame
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To fully test our Century No Fade 
Aerial Plates, we shipped samples 
to an independent accelerated 
weather testing facility. Here, 
certified lab technicians placed the 
sample into a sealed chamber and 
proceeded to expose it to different 
levels of extreme heat, cold and 
light. Over 1,000 hours of exposure 
later, our plate showed no signs of 
fading or deteriorating.

Call your sales representative for 
more information on these plates 
today!

 AERIAL 
MARKERS
Century aerial markers are specially designed for locating and determining 
the direction of pipelines and underground cables. In doing so, you’re able to 
maximize the visibility of pipelines and other systems. This helps increase the 
speed and efficiency in which locating and repairing these systems take place.

No matter the type of ink used, all 
printed signs will eventually begin 
to fade. While the pigment in a 
traditional sign could last a lifetime, 
aerial marker plates end up fading 
in only a few years due to their 
angles and being exposed to 60% 
more UV rays than traditional signs. 
To help prevent fading, we now 
offer the Century No Fade Plates.

These plates are fused HDPE layers 
creating a chemical, heat, and 
weather resistant product that will 
last decades with absolutely no 
fading, cracking or warping.

CENTURY
NO-FADE PLATE LAB TESTED

Brand New v. 42 Days Accelerated
Weather Tested

Our standard aerial number plates 
are made of .050”aluminum and 
printed with thermo-sensitive 
acrylic enamel ink. We heat-cure 
our plates with a final clear coat 
to ensure outdoor durability. Our 
most common markers have a 
yellow background with black 
text, however, other or custom 
color combinations are available 
upon request.

Measuring 12” wide by 16” tall, 
these signs are up to par with the 
Federal Highway Administration 
standards and regulations.

STANDARD PLATES

1.5 in STANDARD DIMENSIONS

12 in

12
 in

16
 in
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ANGLE AERIAL MARKER
Our angle style aerial markers are made with 6063 aluminum alloy and welded 
to ensure maximum durability. With new or changing information, these marker 
plates are easy to change out and reinstall.

Side View Illustration

3 DIGIT

2 DIGIT

1 DIGIT

MOUNTING
BRACKET

MARKER

FRAME

GALVANIZED STEEL POLES

Our standard mounting poles are constructed from 6 foot, galvanized steel 
round pipe. These poles are easy to install and fit securely into our mounting 
brackets. 6 foot is standard, but custom pole lengths are available upon request.

For more information regarding aerial markers and the mounting poles, please 
contact a sales representative today.
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HALF-HEX AERIAL 
MARKER
Half-Hex style aerial markers feature a bent frame 
connected with a secure mounting bracket. Number 
plates are attached to the frame with aluminum rivets 
while our frames are securely attached to a sturdy post.

The design of the half-hex style aerial markers make it 
easy for transportation and storage with the capability 
of stacking together.

If you don't already have the poles to mount these markers on, we have you covered. See page 48 for more info.

MARKERFRAME

MOUNTING 
BRACKET

U-CHANNEL 
MOUNT

Side View Illustration

FRAME SIZES

3 DIGIT

2 DIGIT

1 DIGIT

Our frames are constructed from .090 mil. 
finished aluminum and precisely angled 
to maximize viewing from land 
or sky. Our solid aluminum 
construction results in a 
chemical, corrosion 
proof product.
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TESTING 
STATIONS
Century offers a complete line of test stations and accessories. Test stations 
are made for monitoring buried items and providing an outlet to alter or 
manipulate chemical reactions taking place between metal objects and 
surrounding soil. Our test stations are made from non-conductive, high 
impact strength, UV protected polycarbonate for maximum protection.

OPTIONS INCLUDE:

ACCESSORIES INCLUDE:

PM-TS3 TEST STATION

Bonding straps (shorting bars), lug terminals, Banana Jack terminals, 
reducers, stainless steel flange brackets, resistors, and rheostats.

The PM-TS3 test station is a terminal enclosure to protect cathodic 
protection circuits or instruments also used for bonding, grounding 
and other line applications in telecommunications. The PM-TS3 is 
molded from high impact and UV stabilized polycarbonate.

This option comes standard with five stainless steel terminals, 
however, this version can be ordered with a High Density 
Polyethylene (HDPE) support post (conduit). These posts are 
rated at a minimum durability of ten years outdoors and 
are a great addition in maximizing your test stations life 
expectancy.

PM-TS3 3" test station with standard 5 stainless steel terminals

1¼" test station with standard 2 stainless steel terminals

1" terminator test station with up to 4 terminals

¾" terminator test station with up to 3 terminals

PM-TS125

PM-10BP

PM-75BP
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FLAGS, TAPE 
& WHISKERS
Whether your marking area is above or below ground, Century offers the 
products you need. Each of our flagging and marking products are highly 
visible, with long-lasting brightness to withstand ultraviolet light over time 
and maximum durability to withstand harsh weather conditions.

PIN FLAGS
Pin flags are used in the industry for 
marking landscapes, underground 
utilities, sewers and surveying. 
Our tough, tear-resistant PVC 
flags allow them to withstand high 
winds and harsh weather conditions. 
Each 4x5" flag comes printed with 
your company's 1-color logo and 
information sized up to 3x3". Paired 
with a 15.5 gauge steel wire staff, these 
pin flags easily push into the ground 
and stand upright as long as you need.

HDPE WHISKERS
These safe and easy-to-spot whiskers 
have become a prime choice for 
marking buried utility lines, survey 
points, and even athletic fields. Trusted 
for their durability and flexibility, 
these whiskers are designed to provide 
maximum visibility and withstand 
the harshest outdoor conditions and 
traffic. They are easily hammered into 
a wooden stake or quickly fit onto a 60 
penny (60d) nail.

Standard colors include:

UNDERGROUND
DETECTABLE TAPE
Detectable underground warning 
tape is used for accurately locating 
and preventing damage to valuable 
underground utility installations. It 
has an aluminum backing to make 
underground assets easy to find using 
a non-ferrous locater.

When properly installed, this tape 
helps avoid catastrophically inaccurate 
digging when locating utilities such 
as electrical lines, gas pipes and 
communication cables. All tapes are 
printed on APWA approved colors to 
meet or exceed industry and OSHA 
standards.

Standard colors include:

Black
Blue
Brown

Clear
Green
Orange

Purple
Red
Silver

White
Yellow



CHEMICAL 
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HMIS Signs & Decals

GHS Labels

D.O.T. Placards
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CHEMICAL & 
HAZCOM
We want to make sure your chemicals are properly marked and identified 
so that your employees are always informed when handling things like 
explosives, flammables, radioactive materials, etc. We have an extensive 
selection for you to choose from, however offer custom labels upon request.

All HMIS & NFPA signs & decals are available bilingual

NFPA label with pictograms Multi NFPA label or signNFPA label without pictograms

sales@centurygs.com

CUSTOMIZE IT
We're happy to create any product to suit your 
specific needs. Call or email us today for a quote!

1.800.228.4467

COMMONLY USED LABELS
●  Chlorine
●  Condensate
●  Crude Oil
●  Diesel
●  Diethylene Glycol
●  Ethyl Mercaptan
●  Ethylene Glycol
●  Gasoline (Motor Fuel)
●  Hydrogen Sulfide
●  Kerosene
●  Methanol
●  Monoethanolamine

●  Natural Gas
●  Potassium Hydroxide
●  Produced Water
●  Propane
●  Soda Ash
●  Sodium Hydroxide
●  Stoddard Solvent
●  Sulfur
●  Sulfuric Acid
●  Triethlene Glycol
●  Ucarsol
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HMIS SIGNS
& DECALS
Our signs and decals are suitable for both indoor and outdoor use on drums, 
tanks, containers and buildings. We give you the option to choose from either 
self-adhesive vinyl or rigid aluminum for your signs or decals. We offer two 
different options, pre-printed with information filled, or blank for you to fill in.

Blank Label Pre-Printed Label

WHEN A STANDARD DECAL ISN'T ENOUGH
Our DuraHaz decals are back-printed on clear .005 Lexan film in order to stand up in the harshest of weather 
conditions. These decals are backed with an extremely tacky, 3M, 468 MP adhesive and are extremely durable. This 
thicker and stronger adhesive is great for all types of surfaces.
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GHS LABELS
The primary goal of the Globally Harmonized System (GHS) is to better 
protect human health and the environment by providing chemical users and 
handlers with enhanced and consistent information on chemical hazards.

Let us help you prepare your facility for GHS with identification products 
that will help keep your hazard communication program up–to–date and 
compliant with the new rules.

The Globally Harmonized System 
is a worldwide initiative to promote 
standard criteria for classifying 
chemicals according to their health, 
physical and environmental hazards.

This system uses pictograms, hazard 
statements, and signal words like 
“Danger” and “Warning” to better 
communicate hazard information on 
product labels and safety data sheets in 
a logical and comprehensive way.

With all of this, GHS will reduce costly 
and time-consuming activities needed 
to comply with multiple classification 
and labeling systems, promoting more 
consistency in regulation and reducing 
non-tariff barriers to trade.

The consistent and widespread use of this new Globally Harmonized System will lead to a better protected worker, 
a safer workplace and a cleaner environment. By providing an internationally comprehensible system for hazard 
communication, these goals will be met. This new labeling system will also help ensure more consistency in the 
classification and labeling of all chemicals, thereby improving and simplifying hazard communication. This new 
and improved system of communication will alert the user to the presence of all hazards, hopefully minimizing  any 
exposure or risk, resulting in the safer transportation, handling and overall use of any chemical.

THE BENEFITS OF GHS LABELS

Product Identifier - Should match the product identifier on the Safety Data Sheet (SDS).
Signal Word - Either use "Danger" (severe) or "Warning" (less severe).
Hazard Statements - A phrase assigned to a hazard class that describes the nature of the products hazards.
Precautionary Statements - Describes recommended measure to minimize or prevent adverse effects resulting from exposure.
Supplier Identification - The name, address and telephone number of the manufacturer or supplier.
Pictograms - Graphical symbols intended to convey specific hazard information visually.

1
2
3
4
5 6
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HAZCOM & GHS COMBO LABELS

Century can create the exact D.O.T. 
placard you need to suit any of your 
applications and specifications. Placards 
are printed on a hard plastic, magnetic 
or durable decal material, while our 
drum labels are printed on durable 
decal material. Standard placards are 
10.75" x 10.75" and standard drum 
labels are 4" x 4". Refer to the DOT 
Hazmat table online at www.DOT.gov 
for additional 4-digit UN numbers.

D.O.T. PLACARDS

1. DOT001          2. DOT002          3. DOT003          4. DOT004
5. DOT005          6. DOT006          7. DOT007

GHCS01 GHCS02 GHCS03 GHCS04

GHCS05 GHCS06 GHCS07 GHCS08

Call and let us design your GHS labels today!
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Custom Banners

Ready-To-Apply
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CUSTOM 
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HARD HAT 
DECALS
All of our decals are made from an outdoor grade vinyl and are printed with 
UV resistant inks to ensure durability and longevity. Custom die cut shapes are 
available for all of our hard hat decals, no matter what size or shape they are.

Custom sizes and shapes are available upon request.

We make thousands of custom decals for hard hats and other applications. For order information, call or email us today!   
1.800.228.4467                sales@centurygs.com
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CUSTOM 
BANNERS
We create custom banners of all sizes. Our banners are digitally printed 
with full color, UV resistant inks. We make it our goal to create eye-catching 
graphics that will ensure your message and banner both stand out.

Custom sizes are available upon request. All products are also available bilingual

CUSTOMIZE IT
Think a custom banner will cost you more? Think again. Call or email us for a quote today!

Along with our solid banners, we offer mesh banners. These 
are constructed from the same material, but in a mesh form that 
allows air to flow freely through the banner without damage.

Along with our standard digital printing, we also offer custom 
digital printing. We print each product, no matter the size or 
design, with UV resistant, solvent based inks. In doing so, we 
increase longevity and allow the banner to withstand even the 
harshest of outdoor conditions.

PRINTED AND CUSTOM BANNERS

MESH BANNERS

SAB001 SAB002 SAB003

SAB004 SAB005 SAB006
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R.T.A.
GRAPHICS
Our Ready-To-Apply (RTA) graphics are cut from flexible, yet durable vinyl 
suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. We offer a wide variety of colors 
and finishes. To ask questions about your next graphic or to create a custom 
one, call today and speak with a representative.

Ready-To-Apply means just that, all 
you have to do is apply the graphic. 
Each design we create comes complete 
with one side mounted on a wax paper 
backing while the other is covered 
in application tape to allow for easy 
installation.

We will provide you with a complete 
and detailed instruction guide for a no-
fuss, quick and easy application.
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FLEET 
GRAPHICS
Are you wanting to set your company cars, trucks or trailers apart from 
everyone else on the road? Century can set up your company's fleet with 
both durable and attractive graphics. Our vehicle signs project a modern and 
professional look, while also serving as a great form of advertising.

Want to make a bold statement? Have 
our art department create a custom 
vehicle wrap that will make you stand 
out on any street.

If big, bold or permanent isn't what 
you need, we also offer temporary and 
removable magnetic graphics.

All in all, we can cover as much or as 
little of your vehicle as you want. Our 
experts manufacture all of our vinyl 
vehicle graphics in house and then 
apply them either here or on location 
to ensure total quality control.



Custom T-Shirts

Custom Embroidery
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Screen printed t-shirts and other garments are a low cost option for customer 
gifts, employee workwear, school shirts, safety awards, family reunions, etc. Our 
talented art department can create custom designs to represent your company's 
goals and slogans while also appealing visually to anyone who sees them.

CUSTOM 
T-SHIRTS

Along with our standard ink colors, we offer a range of 
special effect inks to make your design really stand out. A few 
examples include glitter shimmers, metallic foils, puff inks, 
clear gel and high density inks. All of our t-shirts and other 
apparel are printed in house for complete quality assurance.

SEE MORE ONLINE

Visit our website for more 
information and find out 

how to start creating your 
next custom design.

www.centurygs.com

We also offer AOP's (all over print). This method allows us to print over every inch of a t-shirt, seams and all.
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Century Graphics offer custom embroidery services on a large selection of 
apparel for men, women and children. Embroider your employee uniforms to 
give them a more professional look. With over 80 embroidery heads, we can 
produce orders of any size and offer quick turn around times.

CUSTOM 
EMBROIDERY

With hundreds of thread colors to 
choose from, as well as our in-house 
digitizing, we can guarantee that we 
will make sure your company's logo 
or design will be represented at its 
absolute best.

Items include shirts, hoodies, jackets, blankets, workwear, caps, windsocks, towels, bags, aprons & more
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With hundreds of styles to choose 
from, embroidered caps make great 
employee and customer gifts. We 
offer free digitizing for cap designs 
and can also add special touches like 
puff embroidery or metallic thread.

EMBROIDERED CAPS

For more information about our embroidery services or to hear about our complete selection of 
styles and brands, call or visit us online.

QUESTIONS?
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We can customized your high visibility and safety wear with your company logo and 
even personalize it with your employee's name. We can screen print or embroider 
most items, and can add reflective tape when needed. We carry name brands such as 
Carhartt, Bulwark, Dickies, Timberland, Red Kap Berne Apparel and Big Bill.

Our screen print department doesn't 
do just t-shirts, we can also customize 
your high visibility and safety wear 
with your company logo or message. 
This allows your employees to look 
official and stay within your company 
protocols, while maintaining necessary 
safety standards. For the items that 
we cannot screen print, custom 
embroidery is offered.

SCREENED WORKWEAR

When it comes to workwear, we have everything you are looking for. We want your employees to look professional, feel 
good, but most importantly, be safe in anything they wear on the jobsite. Choose from our large selection of work shirts, 
jackets, hoods, bibs & coveralls, pants & jeans. Each one of these products is available in both men's and women's sizes.

UNIFORMS, FRC 
& WORKWEAR

Embroidery thread & printing inks are available in any FRC format upon order request.
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Your company logo, your information, and your colors. All while staying within safety guidelines.

CUSTOMIZE IT

Some of the brands offered include:

Lapco              Bulwark              Carhartt
Dickies               Walls               Workrite

EMBROIDERED
WORKWEAR
At Century, our Flame-Resistant (FR) 
clothing helps protect workers from 
burns caused by electric arcs, open 
flames or flash fires. With these, we 
also offer flame-resistant embroidery 
thread to maximize your uniform 
safety and keep you completely safe 
from even the smallest of sparks.
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PROMOTIONAL
PRODUCTS
From mugs to watches and office supplies to duffel bags, we offer thousands of 
customizable items perfect for promoting your company's name. Whether you're 
looking for an inexpensive way to advertise, a reward for your employees proper 
workplace etiquette or just corporate gifts for customers, we have got it for you.

Few advertising methods have the 
lasting impact a personal business 
gift has so why not take advantage of 
that here? Promotional products are a 
great way to introduce your company 
to a wide variety of people. Offering 
customized merchandise to your 
customers creates brand recognition, 
as well as goodwill.

We have all kinds of products for you 
to choose from. For more information, 
give us a call or visit our website.

CUSTOMER AND
EMPLOYEE GIFTS

IN-HOUSE LASER 
ENGRAVING
Looking for a simple, yet unique gift 
to give a friend, vendor or customer? 
We offer in-house laser engraving on 
all appropriate products. With laser 
engraving you are able to add custom 
phrases, names and/or pictures to any 
product and make it that much more 
unique. The process is simple, but it 
leaves a long-lasting mark on any gift.
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EMPLOYEE INCENTIVES 
AND SAFETY AWARDS

COMPANY PICNICS OR 
EVENT PACKAGES

We have everything you need to 
recognize employee safety milestones, 
goals and awareness on the jobsite, 
as well as in the workplace. There is 
no need to wait until National Safety 
Month to present your employees 
with these products, we offer these 
year round. Our safety awards can be 
printed on or embroidered with your 
logo, message and safety milestone.

At Century Graphics, we specialize 
in creating customized marketing 
campaigns and can help you create 
a gift package for events, company 
picnics, parties or fundraisers. 
Combine any of our promotional 
products with our in house screen 
printing and/or embroidery services to 
create a truly memorable gift package. 
For more information regarding these 
packages, please contact one of our 
sales representatives.



THE ENERGY INDUSTRY'S SIGNAGE EXPERTS
SAFETY  •  SERVICE  •  QUALITY

At Century Graphics & Sign, our goal is to provide the safest work environment possible while producing 
quality products for our customers. We believe in using only the highest quality materials for our clients 
to ensure maximum durability and complete satisfaction.

We work together as a team to make your job easier. With our fast turn-around time and superior 
level of quality, we want to give you the best product and experience you could ask for. The 
customer and their needs are always our top priority. So from our team to yours, we 
would like to thank you for the opportunity to provide you with all of your signage, 
apparel, and promotional needs.

Century Graphics & Sign, Inc.
sales@centurygs.com
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